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A modified type of the resonant turn-off doc chopprr using an auxiliary
SCR, compared with its conventional one, has no limitation about its starting
and also operates IT.ore steadily. Presented in this paper, making a comparison
between the modified type and the conventional one, are the circuit analysis
and its efficiency measurement from the point of view of overall efficiency,
that is, the ratio of the output to the input. Furthermore, some effects of
the source impedance, counter emf load, etc. are discussed. As a result, it
has been analytically clarified that this modified type is different from the
conventional circuit only by one terminal connection of turn-off capacitor,
but has the features of uncompounded circuit configuration, no limitation
about its starting and more steady operation.
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§ 2. Circuit and Its Operation Theory

A modified type of the resonant turn-off doc

and an efficiency measurement as overall ef
ficiency, that is, the ratio of the output to the
input. Furthermore, some considerations will
be made about effects of the source impedance,
counter emf load, etc.

§ 1. Introduction

To control doc voltage over wide voltage
range from the source value to zero, it is de
sirable to use d-c chopper using SCRs because
of their good efficiency, easy maintenance and
containing no parts of wear and tear. There
are many varieties of doc chopper using SCRs.
Above all, it seems to have been widely known
that the conventional circuit of the resonant
turn-off d.c chopper with an auxiliary SCR.t, 2)

This basic type has a fault about starting the
operation. A modified version3, 4) of the basic
circuit which can be accomplished simply by
transferring the one terminal of turn-off ca
pacitor of the basic type to minus polarity of
the source voltage, has no limitation about its
starting and also operates steady. The modi
fied circuit gives steady operation with not
only an inductive load (resistive load with a
smoothing reactor in series) but also a counter
emf load.

In this paper on the modified type, making
a comparison between the modified type and
the basic one, the theory of operation will be
made clear and the circuit analysis is given
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Fig. 4. Equivalent cir
cuits of the basic cir
cuit corresponding to

® and ® of the mo
dified type.

§ 3. Analysis of Operation

To simplify the analysis of operation, It IS
assumed that the circuit operates under ideal
conditions and also the semiconductor devices
have the ideal characteristics, that is, the
source impedance is negligible, forward voltage
drops of the semiconductor devices are negli-

Fig. 3. Equivalent cir
cuits of the modified
type.

and Co. The resonant current charges the
turn-off capacitor up to the voltage 2 E. and
then falls to zero. The SCR-I continues after
ward to flow yet the load current. As soon as
the SCR.2 is gated on, the difference between
the capacitor voltage vco =2E. and the source
voltage E. appears across the SCR-I in the
negative anode-cathode direction and turns
the SCR-I off. At the same time, the voltage
Vco starts to discharge through the load branch.
When Vco drops to zero, the load current
will flow the free-wheeling diode Df until the
SCR-I will be gated on again. After that, this
operation will be repeated.

In the basic circuit, at starting it is necessary
to charge the turn-off capacitor up to the
source voltage E. by turning the SCR-2 on first.
This process is the most fatal fault of the basic
circuit. On the other hand, this modified type
needs no such starting preparation.

Theoretical waveforms of the modified cir
cuit are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical waveforms of the modilled type.

chopper using an auxiliary SCR, as shown in
Fig. I (a), is the circuit with one terminal of
turn-off capacitor of the basic circuit (shown
in Fig. I (b)) transferred to minus polarity of
the source. In this circuit, when the SCR-I is
turned on, the current flowing through the
SCR-I is the sum of the load current and the
resonant current which flows through Do, Le,
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(5)'

gible and also turn-on and turn-off time is
zero.

The equivalent circuits of this modified type
are shown in Fig. 3 and those of the basic cir
cuit different from the modified type are in
Fig. 4. The analysis of the modified type will
be made in followings according to each
modes of operation.

(3. 1) Interval T 1 The equivalent circuit of
this interval is indicated in Fig. 3 CD. The
equation of the circuit will be set up as
follows. Over O<;:,t:::;;.TI,

Veo(t) = E, - E, e-~~w~t( cos lV~,Jl-f~2t

?;~ . 'Jf-?;'2)+ vl"-:'~~ SIll (Vo'! - 0 t

where ?;~=~ /T:~-<1 (V~=~_I__
2 V Lo ' ..j LoCo

The time T/ at which ico(t) becomes zero IS

given by Eq. (4)'.

(9)

(3. 2) Interval T z From Fig. 3 @, it is clear
that the equation of the circuit is identical
with Eq. (1) in the interval T 1• Its solution is
also the same to that of Eq. (1) but the initial
conditions at t = 0, i!(O) = In. Over O:::;;'t:::;;' T z,

At t= T I ', l'co(TI ') is,

?;~
vco(T;) =E.( 1+ e- v1-?;-lr) (7)'

Since, in the intervals T I and T z, the load
current il(t) is continuous and flows through
the same loop. Eq. (9) may be written over
0:::;;'t:::;;'T1+ T z= T z',

i1(t)=E'REr(I-ef)+IlQc-:; (10)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(5)

(4)

L
-:-!=R

. () E,.leo t = -LStn lVet
lVo 0

where boundary conditions are assumed as
shown in Fig. 2. Using initial conditions at
t=O, ico(O) =0, Vco(O) =0 and i1(0)=I;o, Eqs. (1)
and (2) may be solved as follows.

E -E (1 _~l 1-1
il(t)= s R r -c 'I) + 10C 'I

The time T 1 when the resonant current ico(!)

comes to zero, will be derived by using Eq.
(4).

(13)

(12)

where ?;I = -~/i, lVI'~ ';1.1C~

The inverse transform of this equation is made

Using initial conditions, at t = 0, ico(O) = i1(0) =

112 , 1'c ,(0) = 1'1(0) = vcn( T,), by Laplace transform
Eq. (12) becomes

i(s)=vco(T1)--Er __ 1 _
I L (S+?;l lVl)2 + lVi(1--?;i)

(6) i,(T;)=II2=E'REr(I-e-~:')+IlOe<:' (11)

(3.3) Interz'al T 3 From Fig. 3 @, the equa
tion of the circuit is over O:::;;'t:::;;' T 3,

(2)'

(7)

(8)

L dieo R' 1 r· d E0& + 0leo +--c; Jleo t = ,

From Eq. (2)',

Here, if the resistance Ra contained in the
inductance La are taken into account, the
equation of the circuit in terms of ico(t) is as
follows.

At t = Tl, the voltage of turn-off capacitor
vco(T1) and also il(T j ) are given as follows.

vco(T1) = 2E,

. (T) /, E,-Er(I _T~) /, _T1
11 1 = 11=~R~- -C 'I + lOC '!
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§ 4. ExperiInent

(4.1) Auxiliary Circuit
The auxiliary circuit for gate inputs of the

SCRs is shown in Fig. 6, composed of three
main parts, that is, pulse generation, delay
amplification and Schmitt circuit for wave
shaping.

The pulse frequency and the interval of

Fig. 5. Average values of load current.
-. - the calculated, -x - the measured

Examples of the calculated of the average
value are shown in Fig. 5 in comparison with
the meaured. Here, counter emf E r is taken
zero and the resistance R J of the inductance
La are taken into account. The calculated
agree fairly good with the measured.

The operation of the basic circuit is different
from that of this modified type in Intervals T]
and T 3 as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Under ideal
conditions in which the source impedance is
negligible, the similar circuit analysis is appli
cable but is omitted here.

where the load current in Interval T3 is sup
posed to be at (z<1.

average value of the load current in a cycle
will be derived from Eqs. (l0), (14) and (17) as
follows.

(16)

(15)1

(14)1

(14)"

L di1 R"' E 0_ _L I f =
dt I I' r

-[- IZ2c-~IWl! (cosh (Ol~~r~rt

tl . h 1-2-1)
-~SIn (l}IV tz - t
~t~-I

v1(t) = veit) = (veo(T1) - Er)C-~IWI!

~ t----
X (cosh (l}z .;t~ - 1 t + - 1_ sinh (l}z~t~- It)

~tr-I

(l}zL I --~wt . h J~lt E (15)"--= lZC I I SIn (l}l"l~l- + r

~t~-l

(3.4) Interval T 4 The equation of the cir
cuit in this interval are set up by referring to
Fig. 3 @ over O<;,.t<:;,T4

(iii) (1)1

i (t) = i (t) = vCO< T 1) - E r c-~lwl! sinh (l) 15'2 - rt
I co (oIL~t~-1 l"l~l

Using initial conditions at t=O, i 1(0)=II3 , Eq.
(16) may be solved as follows.

" lEt
lz(t) = I I3 c-Ti. -R'- (I-e-'l) (17)

vz(t) =0

The load current, at t = Tl, is as follows.

(3.5) Ai'erage Value qj Load Current The

Vz(t) = veo(t) = (vC,,(T1) - Er)c-~Zwl!

-- tz ---
X (cos (ol~l-t~ t+~sin (l}1~1-·t~ t)

~I-tr

(l}lL I -~w!' II~t 'E (15)-~ zzc I SIn (01"1 -~z I r
~I-tr

(ii) (I = 1

il(t) =ieo(t) = vciTi -Er t c- wl!

+Iz2(1-(l}zt)c-wlt

vl(t) = veo(t) = (veo(T1) -Er)c-wl\ 1+ (Vlt)

Lz t -W!+E-c:; c I r

according to ~z§l, respectively.
(i) (1<1

i (t)=i (t)=veo(Tl)-Erc-~lw/sin(l)Il_ 1'2 t
z co L Il 1'2 IV ~l

(lJz V -~ I

+II2C-~IWI!(COS(Vl~l-tit- __~z sin(l}I~I-t~t)
~ l-tF

(14)
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Fig. 6. Auxiliary circuit.
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Waveforms of each branch.
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Table 1. Control characteristics of the
auxiliary circuit.

Description I_. R_a_t_in_g _

Output voltage

Frequency range

Rise time

Pulse width

Minimum time interval

between pulses and 2

pulses 1 and 2 are controlled by adjusting RT

and RD , respectively. The control characteris
tics of this circuit are shown in Table 1. By
use of this circut, the frequency control and
constant on-time control of the doc chopper are
possible and furthermore the constant off-time
control is also possible by reversing the se
quence of pulses 1 and 2.

(4.2) Steady State Peiformance

The waveforms of each branch when the
armature of the doc shunt motor were con
trolled by the doc choppers of this modified
type and of basic one, are shown in Fig. 7 (a)
and(b), respectively. The source voltage Es were
lOOV and the field windings of the doc motor
was excited by the separate source. The wave
forms of the source current is and the voltage
of the turn-off capacitor Veo of the modified
type, are different from the counterparts of
the basic circuit but the others are similar so
closely.

(4.3) Transient Pe!formance

The transient waveforms of the load voltage
Vt and current it in both circuits are shown in
Fig. 8 (a) and (b). They were observed by
operating on the same conditions to steady state
performance. In this transient performance,
too, the waveforms of the modified type are
similar to those of the basic one and suggest
rapid response.

Fig. 7.

(a) (b)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Transient waveforms.
(a-I) at starting and (a-2) interrupting of the modified type, (b-I) at starting
and (b-2) interrupting of the basic circuit

(4.4) Efficiency Measurement5)

Since the doc chopper controls the output by
interrupting the load current, the source cur
rent and the load voltage particularly, result
in the periodically interrupted waveforms.
The power measurement in the circuit where
the discontinuous current flows, even if the
high precision type wattmeter is used, includes
errors fairly.6) Furthermore, owing to the
limited frequency response of the wattmeter
(1,000 cis; one of electrodynamic type watt
meter), it should have to be considered that
the errors will advance with frequency. In
order to measure the power of the distorted
waveforms, the most high precision is expected
by calculating the power with the waveforms
of the voltage and current. This means, ho
wever, is too troublesome to be practical.

The efficiency curves, measured with elec
trodynamic type wattmeter and calculated

with the voltage and current waveforms, are
shown in Fig. 9(a). Though the absolute values
of input and output contain considerable
errors, the efficiency curves themselves agree
with each other so closely that the efficiency
measurement with the wattmeter gives a
standard to a certain extent. The efficiency
curves in Fig. 9 (b) and (c) were measured with
the electrodynamic type wattmeter.

In both the modified and basic circuits, the
losses are mainly composed of; (i) the losses
due to voltage drop of the SGR-l and free
wheeling diode, (ii) the switching loss of the
SGR-l and (iii) the loss due to the charge and
discharge in the resonant circuit. The effi
ciency characteristics with the same circuit
constants, keeping the load current constant,
as shown in Fig. 9 (b), is inversely proportional
to frequency. This is attributed to the increase
of the loss of the charge and discharge in the
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resonant circuit, because losses due to the volt.
age drops of the SGR-I and Df may be con
sidered to be constant. In Fig. 9 (c) are shown
the cases of the different circuit constants be.
tween each other but the invariable circuit
constant control. These curves imply the

more close agreement of the efficiency of the
modified type and basic one with the increased
duty cycle.

§ 5. Discussion

(5. I) Effects of the Sourre Impedance
As previous mentioned, under the ideal cir

cuit conditions, the difference of operations of
two circuits does not exist virtually. When
the source impedance L s is not negligible, at
turning-off of the SGR-I, the load current in
the modified type will not be transformed from
the SGR.I to SGR-2 instantly. Since the volt
age i'eo discharges in this interval, the reverse
voltage across the SGR-I decreases. This phe
nomenon will not happen in the basic circuit.
However, when the source impedance is not
negligible, the smoothing capacitor Gs is usu
ally put into the source. If this capacitor is
large enough, the operation of the circuit is
the same to that of the negligible source im
pedance. Since Gs is usually finite, the voltage
across Gs decreases in the conducting interval
of the SGR-I and increases in the noncon
ducting interval (See Fig. 10). Its frequency is
determined by Lsand Gs and is f = 1/271: t .LsC;~

In the basic circuit, ('eo (TIl is affected by the
reduced voltage across Gs at SGR-2 turning-on
and then is made small. This results in the
reduced reverse voltage across the SGR-I at
the instant when the SGR-2 is turned on.

On the other hand, in this modified type,
the turn-off capacitor is charged by the in
creased voltage of SGR-I turning-on and is less
subject to the voltage fluctuations across Gs•

(a)

1C _ - - - ::1 input
! - ~1 output

.. - - - ... efficienc~

¥
•

Ia=l_ ~J~ ;;-=:C§(

>-
u
c
"'u
S
"

0 500 WOO 2,000

f (cis)

(b)

I -=-=*-=- .:I=" =:t
~

.[15
u

i:::
" 0

0 500

Fig. 9. Efficiency measuring.

(a) comparison of measuring methods with the

modified type
-- . - measured with wattmeter, x - calcu·

lated with waveforms

Es=50V, I"ve=4.0A, L=115mH, R=6.71l,
Lo=318f'H, Co=4f'F
(b) efficiency vs. frequency: different load current
-x- 4.0A, -/- 2.5A on the modified type
- . - 4. OA, -- -:-- 2. 5A on the basic circuit

the same circuit constants to those of (a)

(c) efficiency vs. frequency: different circuit

conctant
load current lave ~ 4. OA
-. --(modified), -x-(basic)

Es=50V, L=15mH, R=6.71l, Lo=3181,H,
Co=4f'F
-.-,-(modified), -- -(basic)

E s=50V, L=303mH, R=10.7il, Lo=8101'H,

Co= I. 9f'F

Fig. 10. Effects of the source impedance.

(a) modified type (b) basic circuit

(5.2) Gaunter Emf Load
When the chopper operates with the counter

emf load and also the load current is discon
tinuous, as shown in Fig. II, the counter emf
Er appears across the load in the noncon
ducting period of the SGR-1. In the basic cir
cuit, the voltage 1'''0 in this period is Es-Er and
the reversed polarity one of this voltage causes
the SGR-I to turn off at the instant when the
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Fig. 11. Effects of discontinuous current due
to counter emf load.

SCR-2 is turned on. This voltage is smaller
than that of the continuous load current. In
the modified type, the turn-off capacitor in
this period is charged up to 2Er by the counter
emf and is recharged more up to 2(Es-Er ) at
the instant when the SCR-I is turned on.
Consequently, both circuits operate unstable
or fail to operate under these conditions.

(5. 3) Turn-ojj Capacitor
From the circuit arrangement of this modi

fied type, it may be considered that the elec
trolytic capacitor with twofold withstand volt
age will work as tura-off capacitor. According
to authors' experience, however, it seems that
the leakage of electrolytic capacitor makes the
operation unstable.

(5.4) Efficiency Measurement
The efficiency measurement by a wattmeter

of powers controlled by the doc chopper con.
tains fair errors because of the distorted wave-

forms and the limited frequency characteristics
of the wattmeter. Since the ratio of errors of
input and output, however, is nearly the same,
the overall efficiency difined by the ratio of
output to input gives a standard to a certain
extent. The efficiency of the modified type
does not differ virtually from that of the basic
one but is somewhat small.

§ 6. Conclusion

As for the modified type have been pre
sented, the circuit analysis, the efficiency meas
urement and discussions of effects of the source
impedance, counter emf load, etc. It has
been found that this modified type is different
from the conventional circuit only by one ter
minal connection of turn-off capacitor, but has
the features of uncompounded circuit configu
ration, no limitation about its starting and
more stable operation.
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